Y12 Creative Digital Media - Summer Project
Introduction: To help you get a head start for when you join us in September, we thought this would be a
great opportunity for you to have a go at creating at least one of the options below. This is a chance for you
to spend a bit of time over the summer to either freshening up on your media production skills for those of
you who have started a media related course before, but also a chance for those of you who have not done
a media related course before the chance to use the technology you have available to you at home to also
produce a small media product.
Your first term at UTC Sheffield will include workshops in graphic design, moving image and interactive
products where we will learn the fundamentals of each medium, but here is a chance for you to have a go
before hand, show off your creativity and have fun whilst doing so.
The briefs:
Here is a list of five media related projects you can have a go at over summer. We ask that you make at
least one of the below, but feel free to make more than one if you wish.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

30 second trailer for a new film. The genre can either be thriller, comedy or rom-com.
At least 10 edited photographs/ collection of your local area.
Written piece for a local magazine based on music, sport, fashion, or technology.
Audio recording for a new local radio show on a topic based on an interest or hobby.
Design the layout and text for a new website page about careers in the media industry.

Equipment:
Use what is available to you to help you complete the above. This may include:
1. Digital camera or mobile phone to film, take photos or audio record
2. Any editing software that is already available on a device or an editing app.
3. Pencil and paper to draw and annotate for the website option.

We look forward to seeing the final products in September. Have fun and we’ll see you in
September - UTC Sheffield – CDM department

